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大統領の最後の恋 2006-08-30
セルゲイ ブーニンは孤独だった 22歳で結婚に破れて以来 どの恋にも空しさと悲哀がつきまとう ソ連崩壊後 政治の世界に足を踏み入れ 遂に大統領に
まで昇りつめたが 真の愛は手に入らない だが 政敵との闘いの日々 移植手術を受けた彼の心臓の 持ち主 と名のる謎の女性が現れると 運命は過去と交
錯し 大きく動き始める

Masterpieces of Mystery 2014-10-28
stories of murder and mayhem from the first lady of american mystery
masterpieces of mystery is a scintillating collection of suspenseful
tales from pioneering author anna katharine green one of the first
female writers of detective fiction tantalizingly tangled plots and
unpredictable revelations abound a young housewife left home alone on
christmas eve worries about the threat of robbery when a stranger knocks
at her door a daughter checks in to three forks tavern with her mother
only to awaken to find her mother missing and declared dead in the
nearby woods a valuable jewel is stolen at a society ball filled with
duplicitous debutantes and dashing gentlemen and a specter that haunts
the apartment of a husband and wife which may be a good spirit or a
harbinger of doom this collection includes the classic stories room no 3
the staircase at heart s delight the grey lady the house in the mist and
more this ebook has been professionally proofread to ensure accuracy and
readability on all devices

The Carolyn Wells Mystery MEGAPACK ® 2014-06-24
carolyn wells was an american author of mysteries verse humor and
children s books in 1910 she decided to devote herself to mysteries and
became an early master of the genre creating two memorable sleuths
pennington wise and fleming stone earlier in her career she penned two
humorous stories featuring sherlock holmes and a plethora of other great
detectives both of which are included here sherlock holmes mysteries the
adventure of the clothes line 1912 the adventure of the mona lisa 1915
pennington wise mysteries the room with the tassles 1918 the man who
fell through the earth 1919 in the onyx lobby 1920 the come back 1921
the luminous face 1921 the vanishing of betty varian 1922 fleming stone
mysteries the gold bag 1911 a chain of evidence 1912 the curved blades
1915 the mark of cain 1917 vicky van 1918 the diamond pin 1919 raspberry
jam 1920 the mystery of the sycamore 1921 the mystery girl 1922 if you
enjoy this book search your favorite ebook store for wildside press
megapack to see the more than 100 other entries in the series covering
science fiction modern authors mysteries westerns classics adventure
stories and much much more sort by publication date to see the most
recent releases

Murder Flambé 2021-11-30
a charming parisian brasserie a buried secret and a winding labyrinth of
clues come together to form a terrifying triumvirate of mystery and
shocking desire in the seventh an american in paris mystery the american
owner of a popular left bank eatery is arrested for his wife s murder
claire baskerville an american expat in paris must work quickly to find
the real killer in order to return her grieving client to his two small
children as soon as possible the twist the more she investigates the
more it starts to look as if her client really did it
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Great Stories of Mystery and Suspense 1981
hewson s inventiveness never flags the sunday times a great series simon
kernick a young woman is found dead in a peat bog near the banks of the
river tiber teresa lupo a maverick pathologist believes she has the
victim of an ancient roman ritual on her hands she s wrong this ritual
killing is very recent history the horror is still very much alive and
nic costa needs to get to the bottom of it the investigation draws nic s
team deep into rome s most disturbing and sinister secrets and it s
clear that their enquiries are not welcome now a killer is after teresa
lupo and the case is accelerating as another young woman suddenly goes
missing

The Villa of Mysteries 2020-01-02
meriwether humperdinckand yes thats his real namewas a private detective
who had never had an interesting casethat is until he met igor mortimer
blackheadand yes thats his real name too of course meriwether didnt
expect that his first real client would end up dead having been the only
person to see the body of billionaire howard w lacey before it suddenly
disappeared desperate to the solve the mystery and to prove to himself
that he is the big private dick he thinks he is meriwether must
eventually risk life and ego in order to track down a killer and to
change his own personal existence forever filled with just the right
dose of wit and wisdom and capacious amounts of comedy meriwethers story
is sure to lead readers on an entertaining journey through the mind of
an inexperienced detective not only unsure of himself but of humankind
in generalsuch that his quest for his true identity as a genuine private
eye is marked by many a mysterious encounter with a myriad of oddball
eccentrics and with one fine and sassy lady

Sweet Life of Mystery: the Misadventures of a
Panicky Private Eye 2008-12-16
what types of mysteries do you prefer cozies hard boiled with romantic
suspense elements historic or perhaps a little harder to describe this
collection of mysteries from leah r cutter has it all they all share
that same love of voice that she has for mystery plus some very
interesting characters who you re sure to fall in love with like the
fast talking frankie who knows everyone or rabbit from the tang dynasty
china era with a passion for land law here are twelve tales sure to
amuse and delight you lead you down mysterious paths and make you wonder
what if

Great Stories of Mystery and Suspense 1977
3年連続ミステリランキング4冠 第１位 このミステリーがすごい 2021年版 海外編 第１位 週刊文春 2020ミステリーベスト10 海外部門
第１位 ハヤカワ ミステリマガジン ミステリが読みたい 海外篇 第１位 2021本格ミステリ ベスト10 海外編 累計11冠 50万部突破 カサ
サギ殺人事件 メインテーマは殺人 の著者が贈る 驚嘆確実の犯人当てミステリ 著者ホロヴィッツと元刑事の探偵が 弁護士の殺人事件に挑む 実直さが評
判の離婚専門の弁護士が殺害された 裁判の相手方だった人気作家が口走った脅しに似た方法で 現場の壁にはペンキで乱暴に描かれた数字 182 被害者が
殺される直前に残した謎の言葉 脚本を手がけた 刑事フォイル の撮影に立ち会っていたわたし アンソニー ホロヴィッツは 元刑事の探偵ホーソーンによっ
て 奇妙な事件の捜査にふたたび引きずりこまれて 年末ミステリランキングを完全制覇した メインテーマは殺人 に並ぶ シリーズ第2弾 驚嘆確実 完全
無比の犯人当てミステリ 解説 大矢博子
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The Year of Mystery 2022-01-21
discovered in a hidden compartment of an old chest long after his death
the secret writings of john dee one of the leading scientists and
occultists of elizabethan england record in minute detail his research
into the occult dee concealed his treatises on the nature of humankind s
contact with angelic realms and languages throughout his life and they
were nearly lost forever in his brief biography of john dee joseph
peterson calls him a true renaissance man detailing his work in
astronomy mathematics navigation the arts astrology and the occult
sciences he was even thought to be the model for shakespeare s prospero
all this was preparation for dee s main achievement five books revealed
and transcribed between march 1582 and may 1583 bringing to light
mysteries and truths that scholars and adepts have been struggling to
understand and use ever since these books detail his system for
communicating with the angels and reveal that the angels were interested
in and involved with the exploration and colonization of the new world
and in heralding in a new age or new world order while dee s influence
was certainly felt in his lifetime his popularity has grown tremendously
since his system was used and adapted by the hermetic order of the
golden dawn and subsequently by aleister crowley this new edition of
john dee s five books of mystery is by far the most accessible and
complete published to date peterson has translated latin terms and added
copious footnotes putting the instructions and references into context
for the modern reader

その裁きは死 2020-09-11
this fantastic volume contains a collection of some of edgar allen poe s
most famous tales including the gold bug ms found in a bottle a descent
into the maelström the fall of the house of usher william wilson the
murders in the rue morgue the mystery of marie roget the pitt and the
pendulum the tell tale heart a tale of the ragged mountains and more a
must have for fans of the macabre and would make for a fantastic
addition to any collection edgar allan poe 1809 1849 was an american
author editor poet and critic most famous for his stories of mystery and
horror he was one of the first american short story writers and is
widely considered to be the inventor of the detective fiction genre we
are republishing tales of mystery and imagination now in a high quality
edition complete with a specially commissioned new biography of the
author

John Dee's Five Books of Mystery 2002-02-15
a practical joke goes chillingly murderously wrong in queen of mystery
agatha christie s classic detective story the seven dials mystery gerry
wade had proved himself to be a champion sleeper so the other
houseguests decided to play a practical joke on him eight alarm clocks
were set to go off one after the other starting at 6 30 a m but when
morning arrived one clock was missing and the prank then backfired with
tragic consequences for jimmy thesiger in particular the words seven
dials were to take on a new and chilling significance

Tales of Mystery and Imagination 2020-07-14
the mysterious affair at styles is a detective novel by british writer
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agatha christie it was written in the middle of the first world war in
1916 and first published by john lane in the united states in october
1920 1 and in the united kingdom by the bodley head john lane s uk
company on 21 january 1921 2 styles was christie s first published novel
it introduced hercule poirot inspector later chief inspector japp and
arthur hastings 3 poirot a belgian refugee of the great war is settling
in england near the home of emily inglethorp who helped him to his new
life his friend hastings arrives as a guest at her home when the woman
is killed poirot uses his detective skills to solve the mystery the book
includes maps of the house the murder scene and a drawing of a fragment
of a will the true first publication of the novel was as a weekly serial
in the times including the maps of the house and other illustrations
included in the book this novel was one of the first ten books published
by penguin books when it began in 1935 this first mystery novel by
agatha christie was well received by reviewers an analysis in 1990 was
positive about the plot considered the novel one of the few by christie
that is well anchored in time and place a story that knows it describes
the end of an era and mentions that the plot is clever christie had not
mastered cleverness in her first novel as too many clues tend to cancel
each other out this was judged a difficulty which conan doyle never
satisfactorily overcame but which christie would

The Seven Dials Mystery 2010-02-10
as runebreaker travis wilder and three of his eldh friends become
trapped in a lawless 1880s colorado mining town grace beckett must
confront her own destiny to oppose the pale king and powerful evil army
that will determine the fate of eldh

The Mysterious Affair at Styles 2019-04-11
the mysterious affair at styles is a detective novel by british writer
agatha christie it was written in the middle of the first world war in
1916 and first published by john lane in the united states in october
1920 1 and in the united kingdom by the bodley head john lane s uk
company on 21 january 1921 2 styles was christie s first published novel
it introduced hercule poirot inspector later chief inspector japp and
arthur hastings 3 poirot a belgian refugee of the great war is settling
in england near the home of emily inglethorp who helped him to his new
life his friend hastings arrives as a guest at her home when the woman
is killed poirot uses his detective skills to solve the mystery the book
includes maps of the house the murder scene and a drawing of a fragment
of a will the true first publication of the novel was as a weekly serial
in the times including the maps of the house and other illustrations
included in the book this novel was one of the first ten books published
by penguin books when it began in 1935 this first mystery novel by
agatha christie was well received by reviewers an analysis in 1990 was
positive about the plot considered the novel one of the few by christie
that is well anchored in time and place a story that knows it describes
the end of an era and mentions that the plot is clever christie had not
mastered cleverness in her first novel as too many clues tend to cancel
each other out this was judged a difficulty which conan doyle never
satisfactorily overcame but which christie would
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Blood of Mystery 2002
digicat presents to you this meticulously edited rinehart mysteries
collection miss cornelia van gorder series the circular staircase the
bat tish carberry series the amazing adventures of letitia carberry
three pirates of penzance that awful night tish the chronicle of her
escapades and excursions mind over motor like a wolf on the fold the
simple lifers tish s spy my country tish of thee more tish the cave on
thundercloud tish does her bit salvage novels the man in lower ten the
window at the white cat the case of jennie brice the after house k long
live the king the amazing interlude the breaking point short stories
locked doors sight unseen the confession the valley of oblivion kings
queens and pawns autobiography

The Mysterious Affair at Styles Illustrated
2019-06-10
this novel is set in a resort deep lake in wisconsin the story revolves
around sampson tracy s murder it is the weirdest of all murders he died
from a nail driven into his skull in a locked room who was the
perpetrator and how did the crime take place in a locked room

The Elements of Mystery Fiction (EasyRead
Comfort Edition) 2021-03-16
from the brilliant pen of agatha christie comes the first novel in her
tommy and tuppence mystery series featuring the beloved sleuthing duo
now a movie on both acorn tv and pbs tommy and tuppence are young in
love and flat broke restless for excitement they decide to embark on a
daring business scheme young adventurers ltd willing to do anything go
anywhere but they get more than they bargained for when their first
assignment for the sinister mr whittington draws them into a diabolical
conspiracy it isn t long before they find themselves plunged into more
danger than they ever could have imagined a danger that could put an
abrupt end to their business and their lives

An Historical Mystery (The Gondreville Mystery)
2022-11-13
this gripping collection of mystery stories features some of the genre s
finest writers including edgar allan poe arthur conan doyle and g k
chesterton from locked room murders to supernatural hauntings these
stories will keep you on the edge of your seat perfect for fans of
classic detective fiction this work has been selected by scholars as
being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united
states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity
individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars
believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved
reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important
part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
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American Murder Mysteries - The Mary Roberts
Rinehart Collection 2021-11-09
rumors of ancient curses and mischievous ghosts surround the
disappearance of a priceless sword said to belong to the legendary
scottish king robert the bruce determined to solve the case of this
missing relic agatha packs her kit and heads to the highlands

Deep Lake Mystery 1983
tommy and tuppence beresford return in agatha christie s classic postern
of fate to investigate a deadly poisoning sixty years after the fact
tommy and tuppence beresford have just become the proud owners of an old
house in an english village along with the property they have inherited
some worthless bric a brac including a collection of antique books while
rustling through a copy of the black arrow tuppence comes upon a series
of apparently random underlinings however when she writes down the
letters they spell out a very disturbing message mary jordan did not die
naturally and sixty years after their first murder mary jordan s enemies
are still ready to kill

an International Treasury of MYSTERY & SUSPENSE
1980
from graham landrum the author of the famous dar murder mystery and the
garden club mystery the rotary club murder mystery is another stellar
cozy mystery case for senior sleuth harriet bushrow when a district
governor is found dead octogenarian harriet and the local rotary club
suspect foul play and investigate

燃えつきた地図 2005-05-31
dame agatha mary clarissa christie lady mallowan dbe was an english
crime novelist short story writer and playwright she also wrote six
romances under the name mary westmacott but she is best known for the 66
detective novels and 14 short story collections that she wrote under her
own name most of which revolve around the investigative work of such
characters as hercule poirot jane marple parker pyne harley quin mr
satterthwaite and tommy and tuppence beresford she wrote the world s
longest running play a murder mystery the mousetrap in 1971 she was made
a dame for her contribution to literature

The Secret Adversary 2023-07-18
the most complete collection of yuletide whodunits ever assembled the
edgar award winning editor collects sixty of his all time favorite
holiday crime stories from arthur conan doyle and thomas hardy to sara
paretsky and ed mcbain anyone who cares about the best mystery writing
of the past century and beyond would be lucky to receive this thick
volume during the holidays the washington post this collection touches
on all aspects of the holiday season and all types of mysteries they are
suspenseful funny frightening and poignant included are puzzles by mary
higgins clark isaac asimov and ngaio marsh uncanny tales in the
tradition of a christmas carol by peter lovesey and max allan collins o
henry like stories by stanley ellin and joseph shearing stories by pulp
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icons john d macdonald and damon runyon comic gems from donald e
westlake and john mortimer and many many more almost any kind of mystery
you re in the mood for suspense pure detection humor cozy private eye or
police procedural can be found in these pages featuring unscrupulous
santas crimes of christmases past and present festive felonies deadly
puddings misdemeanors under the mistletoe christmas cases for classic
characters including sherlock holmes brother cadfael miss marple hercule
poirot ellery queen rumpole of the bailey inspector morse inspector
ghote a j raffles and nero wolfe

Masterpieces of Mystery 2013-07-11
suspenseful and entertaining with many twists and turns this is one of
the best sherlock holmes series since laurie r king s mary russell books
historical novel society usa today bestselling author leonard goldberg
returns with another puzzling case for the daughter of sherlock holmes
to unravel in this exciting mystery the art of deception sure to be
enjoyed by fans of sherlock holmes as well as laurie r king and charles
finch in the west end of london an apparently crazed individual is on
the loose breaking into art galleries and private homes to slash
valuable paintings of women despite scotland yard s best efforts the
criminal remains at large and continues on his destructive path when
joanna and the watsons are called in to solve the mystery they soon
discover that although the canvases have been slashed their backings
remain pristine with no cuts or scratches the criminal it seems is no
mere vandal he s searching for something hidden behind the portraits
suspicion soon falls on two skilled art restorers who previously worked
at the gallery where all the vandalized art was purchased when joanna
finds the body of one in a bricked off fireplace at the gallery the
other is left as the prime suspect but then he s discovered dead as well
luckily joanna has a plan for ensnaring the criminal once and for all
but it must not fail or more paintings and lives will be lost

The King of Scotland's Sword #3 2003
humorous and light hearted with a plotline that you can t put down death
in avignon is the perfect escapist read for dreaming of sun washed
provence and intrigue à la française belle provence travels glamour
intrigue and a mystery to die for after a tumultuous summer penelope
kite has settled into the rhythm of her new life in provence lavender
scented evenings long lunches with new friends and an exclusive gallery
opening to attend on the arm of the gorgeous mayor of st merlot but
beneath the veneer of glamour scandal is brewing shockwaves ripple
through the avignon art world when a controversial painter roland
doncaster chokes on an almond stuffed olive a tragic accident or a
ruthless poisoning embroiled once more in a murder investigation
penelope discovers that any number of jealous lovers and scheming rivals
could be in the frame and with dashing art dealers to charm patisseries
to resist and her own friends under suspicion penelope will need all her
sleuthing talents to unveil the truth return to the charm of provence
for another delightful penelope kite mystery the perfect holiday read
for fans of mc beaton peter mayle and betty rowlands serena kent is a
dazzling story teller sparkling on my bookshelf blog not only is death
in provence a great mystery novel it s also laugh out loud funny belle
provence fresh entertaining and very funny joanna park blogger perfect
reading material for literary wanderlust to provence tripfiction blog
readers are enchanted by the serena kent series this book is as good as
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a holiday this story immerses the reader in provence an excellent read
if your idea of heaven after a hard day is winding down with a glass of
chilled rosé or even a plum brandy then this is for you entirely
captivating and evocative a truly diverting adventure in the luberon
hills the perfect summer tale transporting the reader to atmospheric
provence i look forward to find out what mysteries the intriguing
penelope will unravel next such an entertaining and refreshing read a
cast of colourful characters who made me laugh out loud with their
quirks

Mystery 2010-02-10
the mystery of the sycamore is a mystery novel written by carolyn wells
a former governor was found murdered and later on was discovered that he
might have been involved in blackmail and fraud making his possible
murderer difficult to identify

Postern of Fate 2011-04-01
five thrilling tales of mystery mayhem and murder from an exceptional
quintet of edgar cwa dagger and national book award winners crime and
literature make strange and sinister bedfellows in this winning
anthology of book themed whodunits by five acclaimed masters of mystery
and suspense multiple award winning bestselling authors provide the
literary thrills and chills in this masterful collection of five
ingeniously puzzling mysteries that belong in the library of every crime
fiction aficionado dead dames don t sing by john harvey looking for a
big payday but finding big trouble instead ex london cop turned private
investigator jack kiley attempts to uncover the true origins of a
controversial pseudonymously written pulp novel the travelling companion
by ian rankin a young scotsman in paris is drawn into a shocking mystery
that resides within the pages of an unpublished manuscript allegedly
penned by robert louis stevenson mystery inc by joyce carol oates when
an obsessive collector of bookstores discovers a charming new shop he
decides he must have it at any cost even if he has to commit murder
remaindered by peter lovesey for some nefarious reason the widow and
former associates of a slain gangster are determined to keep the
precious finds bookstore open following the unfortunate demise of the
shop s owner the book thing by laura lippman private investigator tess
monaghan must help the irascible proprietor of a baltimore children s
bookstore keep her business afloat by unmasking an elusive and utterly
ingenious book thief

The Rotary Club Murder Mystery 2016-01-31
carolyn wells was an american author of mysteries verse humor and
children s books in 1910 she decided to devote herself to mysteries and
became an early master of the genre creating two memorable sleuths
pennington wise and fleming stone earlier in her career she penned two
humorous stories featuring sherlock holmes and a plethora of other great
detectives both of which are included here sherlock holmes mysteries the
adventure of the clothes line 1912 the adventure of the mona lisa 1915
pennington wise mysteries the room with the tassles 1918 the man who
fell through the earth 1919 in the onyx lobby 1920 the come back 1921
the luminous face 1921 the vanishing of betty varian 1922 fleming stone
mysteries the gold bag 1911 a chain of evidence 1912 the curved blades
1915 the mark of cain 1917 vicky van 1918 the diamond pin 1919 raspberry
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jam 1920 the mystery of the sycamore 1921 the mystery girl 1922 if you
enjoy this book search your favorite ebook store for wildside press
megapack to see the more than 100 other entries in the series covering
science fiction modern authors mysteries westerns classics adventure
stories and much much more sort by publication date to see the most
recent releases

The Secret Adversary 2013-10-22
agatha christie s debut novel was the first to feature hercule poirot
her famously eccentric belgian detective a refugee of the great war
poirot is settling in england near styles court the country estate of
his wealthy benefactress the elderly emily inglethorp when emily is
poisoned and the authorities are baffled poirot puts his prodigious
sleuthing skills to work suspects are plentiful including the victim s
much younger husband her resentful stepsons her longtime hired companion
a young family friend working as a nurse and a london specialist on
poisons who just happens to be visiting the nearby village all of them
have secrets they are desperate to keep but none can outwit poirot as he
navigates the ingenious red herrings and plot twists that earned agatha
christie her well deserved reputation as the queen of mystery

The Big Book of Christmas Mysteries 2020-06-16
a book lover s lust for acquisition drives him to murder in this short
tale from the new york times bestselling author of beautiful days
identified only by the hastily and clumsily chosen alias charles
brockden the narrator of this story finds a bookstore that instantly
piques his desire he must call it his own he must add it to his already
extensive collection of bookstores but surely the owner of such a fine
shop wouldn t easily part with it brockden forms a plan to acquire the
store in such a way that no one would ever suspect foul play untraceable
murder and he knows he will be successful because he has done it before
the bibliomysteries are a series of short tales about deadly books by
top mystery authors

The Art of Deception 2019-06-27
the mystery of the four fingers by fred m white is the tale of a rich
gold mine in mexico known by the dramatic and mysterious name of the
four fingers originally belonging to an aztex tribe its location has
become widely forgotten but for the last living descendant of these
tribal people a man who isn t just blessed with knowledge but also
strange occult powers that make him formidable

Death in Avignon 2021-11-09
the book is illustrated about author dame agatha mary clarissa christie
lady mallowan 1890 1976 was an english writer she is known for her 66
detective novels and 14 short story collections particularly those
revolving around her fictional detectives hercule poirot and miss marple
christie also wrote the world s longest running play a murder mystery
the mousetrap and under the pen name mary westmacott six romances in
1971 she was appointed a dame commander of the order of the british
empire dbe for her contribution to literature christie was born into a
wealthy upper middle class family in torquay devon before marrying and
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starting a family in london she had served in a devon hospital during
the first world war tending to troops coming back from the trenches she
was initially an unsuccessful writer with six consecutive rejections but
this changed when the mysterious affair at styles featuring hercule
poirot was published in 1920 during the second world war she worked as a
pharmacy assistant at university college hospital london acquiring a
good knowledge of poisons which feature in many of her novels guinness
world records lists christie as the best selling novelist of all time
her novels have sold roughly 2 billion copies and her estate claims that
her works come third in the rankings of the world s most widely
published books behind only shakespeare s works and the bible according
to index translationum she remains the most translated individual author
having been translated into at least 103 languages and then there were
none is christie s best selling novel with 100 million sales to date
making it the world s best selling mystery ever and one of the best
selling books of all time christie s stage play the mousetrap holds the
world record for longest initial run it opened at the ambassadors
theatre in the west end on 25 november 1952 and as of april 2019 is
still running after more than 27 000 performances in 1955 christie was
the first recipient of the mystery writers of america s highest honour
the grand master award later the same year witness for the prosecution
received an edgar award by the mwa for best play in 2013 the murder of
roger ackroyd was voted the best crime novel ever by 600 fellow writers
of the crime writers association on 15 september 2015 coinciding with
her 125th birthday and then there were none was named the world s
favourite christie in a vote sponsored by the author s estate most of
her books and short stories have been adapted for television radio video
games and comics and more than thirty feature films have been based on
her work source wikipedia product description product description the
secret adversary is the second published detective fiction novel by
british writer agatha christie first published in january 1922 in the
united kingdom by the bodley head and in the united states by dodd mead
and company later in that same year the uk edition retailed at seven
shillings and sixpence the book introduces the characters of tommy and
tuppence who feature in three other christie novels and one collection
of short stories the five tommy and tuppence books span agatha christie
s writing career the great war is over and jobs are scarce childhood
friends tommy beresford and prudence tuppence cowley meet and agree to
start their own business as the young adventurers they are hired for a
job that leads them both to many dangerous situations meeting allies as
well including an american millionaire in search of his cousin reviews
were generally positive on this adventure which manages to keep the
identity of the arch criminal secret to the very end source wikipedia
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a traveler goes on a year long journey with a man known only as the
teacher and absorbs a new teaching on spiritual truths for every day of
the year
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